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ABSTRACT

This report examines the radiographic and electro-optical

characteristics of a digital, real-time radiographic imaging system. :t W3S

found that;

a. for optimum X-ray magnifications the television camera tube in
the system has a significant effect on image quality and

b. large variations in X-ray tube voltage may be tolerated before
image degradation prevents successful computer image processing.

This work forms part of a study on a computer-aided Inspection
process.
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PERFORMANCE OF A DIGITAL REAL TIME RADIOGRAPHIC

IMAGING SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional film radiography produces images of high resolution and
large contrast range that are suitable for visual inspection. However, in
munitions production where large numbers of items are to be inspected, film
radiography is expensive, time consuming and subject to operator fatigue and
error. Such errors in the Inspection of munitions can result in hazardous
situations that could result in malfunctions during storage and use.

Real-time radiographic techniques have been available for some time
Ill but the image quality produced by this method has been inferior to that of
film radiography. However, Improvements in image intensifiers together with
the use of digital Image processing techniques now provide good quality images
which give an attractive alternative to the film radiographic process. These
new methods have the potential to avoid many of the disadvantages of the
present inspection process and may be readily adapted to automatic inspection
with the consequent reduction In inspection errors.

This report examines the radiographic and electro-optical
characteristics of a digital real-time radiographic imaging system which has
been successfully applied to the inspection of fuze assemblies in the
laboratory. The images produced are in a form suitable for computer
processing and will be the subject of a later report.

2. BACKGROUND

A block diagram of the equipment used to produce digitized real-time
radiographic images is shown in Figure 1. The system consists of a
continuous X-ray source, a manipulator to accurately position the object under



examination, an X-ray image intensifier with collimating lens to convert the
X-ray images to visual images and a television camera with lens to view the
image. The output from the television camera is digitized and stored on a
floppy disk in a format suitable for processing by computer.

The final image produced by this system is affected by the
characteristics of both the X-ray and the electro-optical imaging sections.
These characteristics, together with system noise, reduce the number of
distinguishable grey levels In the image [21. In this report, the X-ray
imaging section in Figure 1 is taken as the X-ray source and X-ray sensitive
input screen of the image intensifier whilst the electro-optical imaging
section comprises the image intensifier, lens and television camera.

Image quality from this real-time radiographic system may be defined
in terms of radiographic efficiency and spatial resolution. Radiographic
efficiency is the conventional method 13] for describing the ability to
distinguish between contrast levels and Is defined as the ratio of the
smallest perceptible material thickness increment In the object to the total
thickness. The efficiency may be measured with DIN IQI gauges [31 of a
material similar to that of the object. The spatial resolution of the system
is its ability to discriminate between near-by features which have the same
contrast in the image plane. It may be measured in terms of the Contrast
Transfer Function (CTF) or the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) 11,4). The
factors affecting image quality are discussed below in more detail under the
headings of -X-ray Imaging* and "Electro-optical Imaging*.

2.1 X-ray LaqIng

The images produced at the input of the image intensifer by the
radiographic system shown in Figure I are affected by several factors.
Spatial resolution and contrast are functions of the characteristics of the X-
ray tube, the material coating on the input screen of the image Intensifier
and the relative positions of the X-ray source, object and image plane.

By careful adjustment of the X-ray intensity and the imaging
geometry together with the use of material filters and masks to isolate the
feature under examination, suitable images can be obtained for analysis. From
Figure 2A, the X-ray projected magnification Mx for a point source is given by

M C
x d

a+b i

a

and, from Figure 28, the penumbral image width, usually termed the geometric
unsharpness Ug Is given by

U - b
g a
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- * (Mx - 1) (2)

where 'a' Is the source-object distance, b is the object-image plane distance
and # is the physical size of the X-ray source. The graininess and thickness
of the fluorescent screen of the image intensifier also contributes to the
image unsharpness (1).

The total unsharpness Ut of the system is the combination of the
screen unsharpness Us and geometrical unsharpness Ug. It has been found
empirically that for normal film radiographs Ut 

4s given by (31

- (U + U 3)1/3 (3)

For satisfactory discrimination of a feature, its width at the X-ray
image plane should be much greater than the total unsharpness, i.e.

c >> Ut
ut

or d >>-. (4)
Mx

The screen unsharpness of an image intensifier is generally unknown.
However, an optimum range of magnifications can be found empirically (31 for
which the minimum detectable feature width does not vary significantly with
magnification.

2.2 Feature Size

Estimates of feature size must sometimes be made from a radiograph
and one method Is to place a calibrated scale near the object. The use of a
scale in real-time radiography is not always convenient and a method to
estimate feature size in terms of television lines is necessary. It can be
shown (Appendix A) that the feature size at the object in both horizontal and
vertical direction in terms of television lines for a 4:3 aspect ratio
television system may be estimated by:

Feature Size - 0.8 K mm per television line

Dwhere K - FML I H

and F is the resolution of the television camera tube In lines, D is the
diameter of the television camera tube in mm and 4L' MI and Mx are the

magnification of the lens, image intensifier and X-ray system respectively.

For a typical real-time radiographic system with parameters as
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described in Appendix A, the horizontal and vertical feature size is 0.11 m
per television line. A similar analysis has been made for 1:1 aspect ratio
television system and Is shown in Appendix A.

2.3 Electro-Optical Imaginq

For an imaging system with a regular grid pattern in the object
plane, it is found that the contrast of the image of the grid decreases with
increasing spatial frequency (41. A measure of the variation in contrast of a
spatial square-wave input to the system Is the CTF. For the radiographic
system shown in Figure 1, the variation in contrast may be measured in terms
of voltage from the television camera video output. The CTF may be calculated
from the following equation (51:

v (U - (U)

CTF (f) - ax ( m) 
()

vmax (f) + Vmi n (f)

where Vmax(f) and Vmln(f) may be measured by the oscilloscope and are the
maximum and minimum signal levels at spatial frequency f.

The MTF is a measure of the variation in contrast for a sinusoldal
spatial input to the system. Due to difficulties In obtaining a sinusoidal
variation in contrast at the input of the system, the MTF may be calculated
from the measurements of the CTF (f) by the following equation [6):

MTF (f) - CTFf+ CTF(3f) CTF(5f) CTF(Tf) (
L4Ff)- 1 + 3 - 5 + 1 1 Cs

where CTF(f) is given by (5) and the odd harmonics of CTF(f) may be obtained
from a plot of CTF(f) against f.

2.4 Digital tIaginq

The digitizer (Figure 1) converts the video signal into binary
information suitable for image processing. The horizontal resolution is
determined by the frequency of the analogue-to-digital converter at the input
of the digitizer and the vertical resolution is determined by the vertical
raster of the television system. The grey scale resolution Is determined by
the quantization of the black to White signal level of the video signal from
the television camera. In priciple, a digitizer with a 1 bit word can
quantize the composite video signal into 2 discrete grey levels. The
resulting image consists of a rectangular array of discrete binary elements.

Factors affecting the quality of the digital image are system
litnearlty, image contrast and image noise.

The linearity of the system determines the uniformity of the
discrete grey levels. Non-linearities will have the effect of compressing

* . .... .... .. . ... .... k 1 . .. . ... . . .. .. . .... ... . .4



some levels and exLanding others to give a hard appearance for part of the
image and a softening elsewhere. System linearity may be determined by
varying the X-ray intensity at the image intensifier by use of various
thicknesses of object material. The intensity I of X-rays passing through
material of X-ray linear attenuation coefficient a and thickness t is given zy

3]:

I - I e , (7)

where Io is the intensity of the incident X-rays and remains constant.

The contrast of an image produced by the image Intensifier is
determined by the X-ray voltage and current and these may be adjusted
accordingly. This image Is converted into video voltage levels by the
television camera, these levels being a function of image contrast. Noise in
the electro-optical system which is comparable to the difference between
adjacent grey levels would 'mask' individual levels and reduce the number
available for image definition thus degrading the image 12).

The signal-to-noise ratio of images may be improved by electronic
filtering thus increasing the number of observable grey levels and improving
contrast. This can be done by averaging successive TV frames or by
exponential smoothing (71.

3. MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Equipment

Various configurations of real-time radiographic systems were
assembled with equipment which is commercially available and detailed in
Appendix B.

The system configurations used are described below in Table I.
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TABLE 1

System Nominal Operating Input Field Diameter Optical Television
Voltage of X-Ray of Image Intensifier Components Camera Tube

Tube
kv ,a

I 160 23 Zoom lens I" Chalnicon

II 320 32 Macro lens 1" Chalnicon
plus extensions

III 160 23 Zoom lens 1" Plumbicon

IV 320 32 Macro Lens I" Plumbicon
plus extensions

The image intensifier, television camera and their focussing devices could be
remotely controlled from outside the X-ray exposure room. The manipulator was
constructed at MRL and gave lateral and rotational control over the fuze
assemblies under Investigation and these could be repositioned to within
0.1 mm. This repositioning ability is of the same order as the expected
minimum feature size and is consistant with the performance (a] of many
robotic arms of the type that might be used in later development. Lead masks
and movable lead shields were incorporated within the manipulator to define
the X-ray beam and to screen unwanted features in the fuze. These precautions
reduced scattered radiation and enabled particulars features to be high
lighted.

3.2 X-ray Magnification and Radiographic Efficiency

To determine the optimum X-ray magnification for minimum system
unsharpness, the minimum thickness of wire of a DIN II Iron gauge observable
through a flat diecast metal plate was measured for various X-ray
magnifications and tube voltages. These measurements were carried out for
both the 160 kV and 320 kV tubes and for each field size (magnification) of
the image intensifier. The results show that for all image Intensifier
settings, the minimum wire thickness detectable through a diecast plate
remains nearly constant over an X-ray magnification range of 1.2 to 1.5.

The radiographic efficiencies of the Systems I and II were
calculated from the measurements of the minimum detectable thickness of wire
of DIN 101 Aluminium and DIN Il Iron gauges for several thicknesses of
aluminium and steel plates. The results are plitted in Figure 3. The
results show that System I is able to detect variations in contrast of an
image which is represented by a thickness of 0.4 mm through 15 mm of aluminium
and a thickness of 0.3 an through 5 mm of steel at 130 kV. Similarly, System
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II may detect contrast variations represented by 0.8 mm through 20 mm of
aluminium and 0.6 nu through 5 mm of steel at 240 kV.

3.3 Klectro-Optical Response

The responses of the four systems were measured with a Tektronix 468
digital oscilloscope and recorded on a digital plotter. A sample of these
results is given in Figure 4 which shows the modulation of the video signal
due to a copper line pair gauge. The background level is the video signal
level produced by the surrounding edges of the copper gauge and the modulation
is measured with respect to this level. The measurements of Vmax(f) and
Vmin(f) used in the calculation of the CTF(f) were made using the average of
32 sweeps of the Tektronix CRO.

The CTF's for the Systems I and II are plotted in Figures SA and
5B. For these systems, the component introducing most image degradation is
expected to be either the image intensifier or the television cameras.
Interchanging the television cameras resulted in a greater variation in the
resultant CTF than dld interchanging the intensifiers. The response of the
Systems III and IV are also shown In Figures 5C and D. Comparison between
Figures 5A, B, C and D show a reduction of 40% in system CTF occurs when the
television camera with the plumbicon tube is used. The limiting CTF for the
eye is generally taken as 3% (6), and the response of all of the systems
approaches this limit at spatial frequencies of 2.0 to 2.5 line pairs per
mm. The Modulation Transfer Function of the electro-optical system may be
calculated from these results, using equation (6).

The linearity of System I was measured by attenuating the X-ray
intensity with different thicknesses of copper plate. The normalized X-ray
intensity I/Io may be calculated from equation (7). The relevant log-log plot
is shown in Figure 6. A linear regression curve of best fit shows that
the y (slope of log-log plot) for the system is 3.0 which is greater than the
adjustable range available (0.5 to 1.0) of I for television cameras.
Linearity corrections to the digital image would need to be carried out by
computer processing.

The effect of X-ray tube voltage on image contrast for System I was
determined from digitized images at different X-ray voltage levels. The
number of grey levels present was measured by means of a grey level
histogram. The results are given in Figure 7 which shows that a change in X-
ray voltage from 80 kV to 135 kV corresponds to an Increase in grey levels
from 40 to 167.

The reduction in image noise due to electronic logarithmic filtering
17) is shown in Figure 8 which plots the intensity variation along a line in
a typical image. An increase In signal-to-noise ratio of 13db can be
achieved by such filtering. This corresponds to an increase in grey levels
from 68 discrete grey levels in a 'hard' image to 208 continuous grey levels
in the filtered image. The increase in grey levels of an Image is
accompanied by an observed increase in Image quality. This increase in image
quality enhances visual inspection of fuzes but is accompanied by an increase
of up to one minute in the time taken to produce a digital image. For the
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filters [71 used in this work, the time required increased from 20 s to i
minute.

4. SUMMARY

The optimum X-ray Magnifications for the 150kV and 320kV systems
examined were found to be 1.5 and 1.2 respectively. The radiographic
ufficiencies of System I and II have been determined for steel and aluminium
for several X-ray tube voltages. The Contrast Transfer Functions for the
four systems have been measured up to a spatial frequency of 3.0 line pairs
per mm. Careful selection of television cameras will improve the Contrast
Transfer Functions of the system by up to 40% for midband spatial frequencies
whilst the limit of visual resolution with these systems is expected to be 2.0
- 2.5 line pairs per mm. Measurements have shown System I to be non-linear
and it is expected that other radiographic systems will have a similar
characteristic. A method has been described to determine the feature size at
the object plane in terms of TV lines at the monitor.

Day-to-day variations of 5 kv In X-ray tube voltages would not be
expected to have a significant effect on Image quality. Electronic filtering
improves image quality but increases the time taken to produce a digital
image.
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FIGURE 5B Contrast Transfer Function of System II.



FIGURE SC Contrast Transfer Function of System
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image with X-ray Tube Voltage.



FIGURE 8 Variation in intensity across a fuze for two different Lteqra .-.
levels.



APPENDIX A

There are several image transformations made in the real-time
radiographic system shown in Figure 1. The geometry of the X-ray source,
object and intensifier determines the X-ray image projected onto the input
screen of the image intensifier. The X-ray image intensifier converts the
X-ray image to a light image. This image is collmated by a separate lens,
focal length fc and magnified by the zoom lens, focal length fz, to be
projected onto the photo sensitive input screen of the television camera
tube. This image is scanned by the tube's electron beam and reproduced ry
electronic means on a television monitor. The number of lines used in te
scan vary with National standards and with tube type. Because of necessary
electronic compensations within the television tube, only about 75% of --ese
lines corresponding to maximum resolution are expected to be accurately
reproduced ]. The band width of the video amplifier is such that The
horizontal resolution is at least equal to the number of vertical raster ines
of the television tube.

For a radiographic system (Figure i) of X-ray magnificatlon Mx ,
image intensifier magnification MI , lens magnification M - fz /fc, a
television system aspect ratio 4:3, camera tube diameter 0 mm and F elevsI.
lines, the horizontal resolution equals the vertical resolution and is ;iven
by:

0.8SD
Resolution - mm per television line

Similarly, for 1:1 aspect ratio system, the equations become:

4.00Vertical resolution 1-1 per television line,
3s2FM M M

1.0D0
Horizontal resolution 1 mm per television line

,2FM LM IM

For the radiographic system with aspect ratio 4:3, and Mx -

M 1  - 1/6, ML - 1.45, (f c  . 72.4 mm, fz " 104.9 MM), F - 500 lines, 25 ,
the vertical and horizontal resolutions are 0.11 mm/line.



APPENDIX B

specifications of Equipment used in the Real-time
Radiographic Systems

I. X-ray Tubes

Norminal Voltage 160 kv
Focal Spot 0.4 mm x 0.4 r=

Continuously rated 0.4 mM focus : 4 rA
current

Nominal Voltage 320 kV
Focal spot 1.2 mm x 1.2 7TI
Continuously rated 1.2 mm focus : 4 tA

current
Voltage Constant DC

2. -%age Intensifier Tubes

23 Cm Tube

Operating Modes 1 2 3
input Field Diameter (cm) 23 15 10

Typical Resolution (lp/cm) 42 50 53

32 cm Tube

Cperatlng Modes Normal Mi M2

:nput Field Diameter (cm) 32 23
Typlcal Resolution lp/cm) 32 36 40

3. ODotical Components

Focal length, collimating lens 23 cm Tube 72.4 mm

Zoom Lens Aperture Ratio/Focal Length 1:2.5/16-I6I rot

80 "m Macro Lens with 70 mm extension tubes

4. Television Cameras

Tube Type 1" Chalnicon
Gamma 0.95
Signal to Noise Ratio better than 40db p-p/rms

Tube Type 1" Plumbicon

Gamma 0.95
Signal Noist Ratio better than 40 db p-p/rms

5. Television Monitor

Model Electrochrome
Type Monochrome EVM 1519 X
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